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TimeTubesX: A Query-Driven Visual Exploration
of Observable, Photometric, and Polarimetric
Behaviors of Blazars
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Abstract—Blazars are celestial bodies of high interest to astronomers. In particular, through the analysis of photometric and
polarimetric observations of blazars, astronomers aim to understand the physics of the blazar’s relativistic jet. However, it is challenging
to recognize correlations and time variations of the observed polarization, intensity, and color of the emitted light. In our prior study, we
proposed TimeTubes to visualize a blazar dataset as a 3D volumetric tube. In this paper, we build primarily on the TimeTubes
representation of blazar datasets to present a new visual analytics environment named TimeTubesX, into which we have integrated
sophisticated feature and pattern detection techniques for effective location of observable and recurring time variation patterns in
long-term, multi-dimensional datasets. Automatic feature extraction detects time intervals corresponding to well-known blazar
behaviors. Dynamic visual querying allows users to search long-term observations for time intervals similar to a time interval of interest
(query-by-example) or a sketch of temporal patterns (query-by-sketch). Users are also allowed to build up another visual query guided
by the time interval of interest found in the previous process and refine the results. We demonstrate how TimeTubesX has been used
successfully by domain experts for the detailed analysis of blazar datasets and report on the results.
Index Terms—Visual analytics, feature extraction, visual query, multi-dimensional, time-dependent visualization, astrophysics, blazar
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I NTRODUCTION

B

LAZARS are important to the studies of astronomy and highenergy astrophysics. They are in a class of extremely bright
galactic nuclei called active galactic nuclei (AGN) that shoot out
a stream of particles from their center [1]. A relativistic jet is
angled directly toward the Earth from a central black hole of
a blazar (see Fig. 1). However, relatively little is known about
the intricate physics of these jets’ structures. Astronomers pay
careful attention to blazars because the jet radiation of blazars
is more amplified than that of other AGN. To demystify the
jets’ structures, astronomers need to analyze correlations and
time variations in photometric and polarimetric observations of
the emitted light. For instance, a light burst (i.e., flare) is one
of the most distinctive behaviors of blazars [2], [3]. Identifying
flares requires astronomers to scrutinize correlations of the emitted
light’s intensity with polarization and/or color, because looking at
the time variation of the intensity alone is insufficient. In addition
to flares, some astronomers are interested in the polarization
direction of light and whether it rotates [4], [5]. It is a controversial
question in astronomy whether such rotations are real or due to
random variations of polarization. To verify polarization rotations,
correlations of the polarization with the intensity and/or the color
are crucial. Moreover, astronomers would like to locate time intervals with common features in time variations to understand what
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happens inside the jet. However, it is an overwhelming process for
them to manually examine all time intervals in long-term, multidimensional datasets in order to detect these significant patterns
and validate hypotheses.
To support these exploration challenges, we have developed
TimeTubesX, a new visual analytics environment for blazar observations. This novel system extends our previous visualization
scheme, called TimeTubes [6], which allows users to interactively
explore multi-dimensional, time-dependent observation datasets
of blazars in a unique 3D tube view and to combine datasets
from multiple observatories into a single visualization session
termed visual data fusion. In TimeTubesX, we place more focus
on visual analysis and automated and semi-automated approaches
for feature and pattern detection. The automatic feature extraction
methods, which are in part an extension of our previous work [7],
detect time intervals corresponding to well-known blazar behaviors, such as flares and rotations. The dynamic visual querying
methods, on the other hand, are useful for analysis and detection
of recurring patterns that have not yet been explored in detail.
Our first contribution is a detailed goal and task analysis
performed with domain experts to design a visual analytics framework for blazar observations. Subsequently, we have designed
and implemented TimeTubesX as a web-based and open-source
system. Our second contribution lies in powerful automatic feature
extraction methods for well-known blazar behaviors and an intuitive visual query platform for multi-dimensional, time-dependent
data. Finally, as our third contribution, we demonstrate the usefulness of TimeTubesX through experiments with a synthetic dataset,
real data analyses, and feedback from domain experts. We envision
that our visual query mechanisms could be applied to multidimensional, time-series datasets in other domains to help users
identify recurring patterns or similar time intervals.
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R ELATED WORK

Our target blazar datasets are multi-dimensional (mD), semistructured, and time-dependent. This section reviews prior work
in astronomical visualization and visual query systems for mD
and time-series data.
2.1

Visualization for Astronomical Data

Most astronomers work on analyzing signals from distant celestial bodies measured from the Earth [8]. ESASky [9] and
OpenSpace [10] provide views for parts of the sky that are integrated from multiple data sources. Almryde et al. [11] visualize
the temporal evolution of the position, mass, and radial velocity
of dark matter halos. Li et al. [12] realize simple visual analysis across multi-wavelength datasets. IGM-Vis [13] is a visual
analytics tool for quasar sightline data. Some approaches [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16] provide linked-view visualization systems
that allow users to explore multiple types of visualizations for
deeper analyses. Many techniques have been developed for the
analysis of astronomical data, but typically, blazar researchers
have used animated scatterplots (see Section 4.1) because there
were no other effective techniques for blazar observations prior to
our early attempt, TimeTubes [6].
2.2

Visual Queries

Visual query systems allow users to intuitively search for patterns
of interest in their data. Query-by-example aims to find data
samples that are similar to a user-specified example, whereas
query-by-sketch allows users to directly draw the shape of interest.
Query-by-example. Hochheiser and Shneiderman [17] propose TimeSearcher, a visual exploration tool for time-series data.
Users can select portions of timelines by using rectangular widgets [18], [19]. Holz and Feiner [20] propose a relaxed selection
technique for time intervals through which users define the level
of similarity either by the input speed or by spatial deviation from
an original timeline. The idea of detecting the input speed was
adopted for our sketching interface. However, these interactions
are geared only toward univariate time-series data and are not
appropriate for our mD blazar data.
Query-by-example methods for mD data have also been proposed. Martin and Ward [21] describe brushing techniques for
visualizations, such as scatterplots matrices and parallel coordinate
plots. Elmqvist et al. propose interactions for constructing visual
queries with star plots [22] and multiple scatterplots [23]. Scribble
query [24] allows users to form visual queries by scribbling
axes of parallel coordinate plots. Several works have focused on
unstructured mD datasets [21], [22], [24], but they are not versatile
enough to examine correlations among our idiosyncratic variables
(see Section 3.1), and they do not support queries for structured
time-series data. The scatterplots by Martin and Ward [21] and
Elmqvist et al. [23] can be partially useful for structured data, but
they cannot be applied to time-series data.
Query-by-sketch. Early examples of query-by-sketch tools
include QuerySketch [25] for temporal databases and QueryLines [26] for multiple timelines. TimeSketch [27] supports penand touch-based query specification but focuses only on univariate time-series data. To manage the ambiguities of hand-drawn
sketches, several systems discretize the query and datasets into
symbolic or quantized representations [28], [29]. Alternatively,
Correll and Gleicher [30] define invariants for sketches. Qetch [31]
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provides a matching algorithm that takes human sketching errors into account. Our query-by-sketch interface uses sketching
interactions similar to those of Qetch [31]. Both techniques target
univariate time-series data. Shao et al. [32] introduce sketch-based
queries for large sets of scatterplots, in which the system supports
users with shadow-drawing suggestions. The suggestions allow
users to draw a pattern based on actual values rather than their
imaginations. We use this idea as inspiration for our fact-guided
querying (see Section 6.4). While these systems support querying
structured mD data, they cannot be applied to time-series data.
Several sketch-based techniques for multi-scalar volume data
allow users to select regions of a 3D object through an ordinary 2D
painting tool. The techniques by Owada et al. [33] and Igarashi et
al. [34] extract a plausible 3D region from the volume by following
contours or isosurfaces, respectively. Tzeng et al. [35] present an
method for specifying high-dimensional classification functions
for the volume by brushing regions of interest. BrainGazer [36]
provides simple interactions for the selection of a region of interest
in the volume using drag-and-drop functionality. These techniques
can only target multi-scalar volume data.
Combinations of query-by-example and query-by-sketch.
Query-by-example techniques do not address how to find the
initial data samples of interest, while query-by-sketch techniques
must surmount the user-introduced ambiguities of sketches. Combining both styles helps to resolve this trade-off, as addressed by
Bernard et al. [37] and Lee et al. [38]. The system formulated by
Bernard et al. [37] supports univariate time-series data, while the
one by Lee et al. [38] supports unstructured time-series data. To
get the best of both worlds, TimeTubesX supports both types of
querying interactions.

3

D OMAIN A NALYSIS

In this section, we specify our blazar observation data and define
domain-specific goals and visualization tasks that were identified
in consultation with our domain experts.
3.1

Blazar Observation Data

Multiple observatories worldwide collect blazar data; however,
their observed properties or units of measurement differ depending
on the telescopes being used. To reduce uncertainties due to
missing observational data and observation errors, TimeTubesX
allows users to fuse multiple datasets for the same blazar from
different observatories through the automatic handling of potentially different definitions of observed variables [6]. Thus,
users can, for example, include data from Hiroshima University
and the University of Arizona in the same visualization session.
TimeTubesX is designed to primarily process datasets acquired by
Hiroshima Astrophysical Science Center at Hiroshima University,
which uses a 1.5m Kanata telescope.
The photometric and polarimetric datasets of Hiroshima University include six time-dependent variables: q, u, εq , and εu for the
observed polarization of the light (Fig. 1 (A)), I for the observed
intensity (Fig. 1 (B)), and C for the observed color (Fig. 1 (C)).
Linear polarization is represented by Q and U, the so-called Stokes
parameters. We mainly use fractional values of Q and U where
q = Q/I and u = U/I, because q and u describe the behaviors
of a blazar more effectively than Q and U [39]. We call the
plane composed of q and u the Stokes plane. εq and εu act as
the observation errors of q and u, respectively. The polarization
degree (PD) and polarization angle (PA) derived from q and u are
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Fig. 1. An observed blazar and its features. A blazar’s central black hole
emits a relativistic jet toward the Earth. The telescope observes its light
in terms of (A) polarization, (B) intensity, and (C) color.

used to describe the optical polarization. PD denotes a distance
from the origin of the Stokes plane, while PA denotes one half of
the polar angle in the Stoke plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (A).
The observation frequency differs depending on observatories.
The median observation interval of Hiroshima University is once
every two days. Note that the datasets have missing data due
to the rotation and/or revolution of the Earth, bad atmospheric
conditions, and so on. In this paper, we process datasets from
Hiroshima University for two blazars: BL Lac and 3C 454.3. The
two datasets for BL Lac contain 285 data samples in each dataset
from May 2008 to December 2011, while the one for 3C 454.3
contains 355 data samples from July 2008 to July 2014.
3.2
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Fig. 2. Spatial mapping in the TimeTubes view. (a) Observation values of
polarization decide the position and shape of an ellipse; (b) observation
values of intensity and color colorize the ellipse with reference to a
colormap; and (c) the neighboring ellipses are smoothly connected in
chronological order to yield a tube shape.
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Goals and Visualization Tasks

We interviewed two astronomers at Hiroshima University, one at
Stanford University, and four at Boston University to clarify the
domain goals and visualization tasks. The main objective of these
astronomers is to quickly extract and analyze features in temporal
variations of the observed polarization, intensity, and color that
are occurring at multiple time intervals. TimeTubesX effectively
supports the following four domain goals:
G1–Enhance the reliability of blazar observations. Datasets
always contain missing data and observation errors. Astronomers
need to assess whether what they have found is plausible by
analyzing the length of missing data periods and the size of errors.
G2–Identify flares and rotations. Astronomers typically pay
attention to time intervals with dynamic time variations, such
as flares and rotations. The analysis of time intervals with such
dynamic variations helps astronomers demystify jets’ structures.
G3–Locate recurring blazar behaviors. Besides well-known behaviors such as flares and rotations, recurring patterns or common
features can also exist. Thus, upon finding an interesting pattern
or feature, astronomers want to locate other time intervals similar
to it.

G4–Explore time intervals validating a hypothesis of blazar
behaviors. Through their analyses or experiences, astronomers
sometimes make a hypothesis (e.g., that the flares of a blazar
tend to co-occur with a specific polarization variation pattern).
Astronomers need to address time intervals that might validate the
hypothesis.
To attain these four goals, we have identified five visualization
tasks that TimeTubesX should support:
T1–Uncertainty-aware visualization. Users should be able to
perceive the reliability of data through visualizations.
T2–Analysis across datasets. To compensate for missing data, the
system must allow users to aggregate datasets for the same target
from different sources. Analyses across datasets should also be
supported to address features that are common to multiple targets.
T3–Analysis of dynamic variations. Time intervals with drastic
changes in a short time period and those with unusually large time
variations should be automatically extracted.
T4–Similarity analysis of a specific region/shape of interest and time intervals. Users should be able to identify regions/shapes of interest (ROIs/SOIs) and search for similar time
variation patterns at other time intervals without using complex
query languages or parameter settings.
T5–Fuzzy search for time intervals similar to a specific
ROI/SOI. The system should provide not only exact matches between a ROI/SOI and time intervals but also fuzzy or approximate
matches.
To support G1, our previous work, TimeTubes [6], has already
supported T1 and T2. Observation errors are encoded in the appearance of the 3D volumetric tube (T1). An ellipsoidal snapshot
and a white cruciform axis appear at each observation timestamp
to distinguish missing data (T1). Analysis across datasets (T2) is
supported by visual data fusion, which allows users not only to
aggregate multiple datasets for the same blazar but also to effectively compare multiple datasets for the same or a different blazar
in a single visualization session. In this paper, we mainly focus on
feature and pattern detection methods to support the remaining
three tasks (T3, T4, T5). Consequently, we have designed an
integrated visual analytics framework for blazar observations that
supports all identified goals (G1–G4) and tasks (T1–T5).

4

S YSTEM D ESIGN

In this section, we provide an overview of visual encoding for
blazar data and the visual exploration framework of TimeTubesX.
4.1

Visual Encoding for Blazar Data

Astronomers have used three animated scatterplots with error bars
to visualize their multi-dimensional, time-dependent observations
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Fig. 3. The visual exploration framework of TimeTubesX. Users can load multiple datasets into a single exploration session through visual data
fusion. (A) Users specify a query to extract features of interest; (B) query results are sorted by relevance; (C) individual results can be analyzed
in high detail and compared to each other; (D) an extraction result can be re-used as an input for a new visual query; and (E) users can visually
explore the results in the TimeTubes and scatterplots views.

(see the accompanying video): one for time variation of I, termed
light curve, another for the Stokes plane, and a third for the
correlation between I and C. During the animation, individual
observations are highlighted in red in order of observation.
Instead of animating multiple 2D scatterplots, TimeTubesX
expresses blazar observations as a single 3D volumetric tube. In
the following part, we give an overview of the TimeTubes view,
which was originally proposed in our previous work [6]. The
TimeTubes view allows users to see correlations and variations
of variables over time at a glance, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (E). In
the current version, users need to import .csv files with column
names from their local environment into TimeTubesX. We use a
left-handed coordinate system to assign q and u to the x and y axes,
respectively, and time t to the z axis. We encode the polarization
parameters (q, u, εq , εu ) at each timestamp t as an ellipse centered
at the point (x, y, z) = (q(t), u(t),t) with a width of 2εq (t) and
a height of 2εu (t), as depicted in Fig. 2 (a). Therefore, the x–y
location of an ellipse indicates the polarization at a certain time
stamp, while the size of the ellipse indicates the uncertainty of
the measurement. To properly render a 3D tube, we set the value
range of the Stokes plane in the TimeTubes view with reference
to the standard deviations of q and u in the datasets. In the current
TimeTubes view, we empirically map a single day to a single voxel
along the z axis. We colorize the ellipses according to I(t) and C(t)
based on a user-defined 2D colormap (Fig. 2 (b)). The TimeTubes
view connects neighboring ellipses in chronological order, using
centripetal Catmull-Rom splines to form a 3D volumetric tube
(Fig. 2 (c)). To further reflect the reliability of the observations,
the TimeTubes view offers an adjustable opacity transfer function.
Multiple concentric tubes with different transparencies (i.e., higher
opacities for inner tubes) compose a single tube that allows
users to intuitively perceive the uncertainties of observations.
Specifically, a time interval with small errors looks like an opaque
tube, whereas a time interval with large errors looks more semitransparent and fuzzy.
Compared with the initial animated scatterplots, the TimeTubes view provides more uncertainty-aware visual encoding for
the analysis of blazar behaviors (T1). Astronomers do not need
to scrutinize multiple plots to understand correlations between
variables or move sliders back and forth to track time variations.

4.2

Visual Exploration Framework

The design of TimeTubesX supports the visualization tasks outlined in Section 3.2. Fig. 3 illustrates our visual exploration
framework. The user workflow starts with visual data fusion [6]
to create a unified dataset for all subsequent analysis steps (T2).
For initial feature and pattern detection (A), users can either rely
on automatic feature extraction methods for well-known blazar
behaviors (T3) or define their own visual queries for a ROI/SOI
(T4, T5). The system ranks the results of the feature and pattern
detection stage and shows the ranked matches (B). Users can
sort the results to, for instance, focus on time intervals that have
the largest rotation or are the most similar to the input pattern.
The detailed analysis (C) helps users understand the behavior at
the extracted time intervals and classify the results. To support
iterative refinement of queries, users can build a follow-up query
based on the result of a query (D). It allows users to find time
intervals similar to the result (T4). We call this fact-guided
querying, as it enables users to refine extraction results guided by
previously detected features. To analyze extracted time intervals
in more detail, users can employ the uncertainty-aware TimeTubes
view (T1) as well as multiple linked scatterplots views (E).
Interactive feature analysis interface. Fig. 4 shows our feature and pattern detection user interface. The query specification
panel (A) allows users to build a query with simple interactions
either by selecting what to extract, picking a part of data as
an input, or sketching time variation patterns. After running a
similarity search, TimeTubesX ranks and filters extraction results
according to the parameters in panel (B), and then it displays
all relevant (i.e., non-filtered) extraction results as a collection
of thumbnails in panel (E). The distance distribution histogram
in panel (B) helps users to further filter the number of results.
The timeline in panel (C) gives an overview of the temporal
distribution of the results. Users are able to recognize groups of
results sharing identical data samples and temporal distribution
features. When selecting an individual thumbnail, TimeTubesX
shows a detailed information on the corresponding result in panel
(D), including exact timestamps and the distance between the
query and the result. To re-utilize the query, compare multiple
query results, and share the query and their results with other
users, TimeTubesX allows users to export and import queries
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Fig. 4. The user interface for interactive feature analysis. (A) Query
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Fig. 5. Query specification panels for feature and pattern detection
methods. (A) Automatic feature extraction; (B) query-by-example, where
users can check the selected time interval in a 3D tube view and further
fine-tune query parameters (1) after selecting a time interval in the
TimeTubes or scatterplots views (2); and (C) query-by-sketch, where
users draw a SOI (3) and assign filtering constraints at each control
point of the hand-drawn sketch (4) or adjust sketch pad settings (5).

and their results in the form of JSON files (a custom format for
TimeTubesX). When importing previous query results, panel (F)
shows a summary of the query used in the previous process and
panel (C) shows another timeline for the imported query results.
Fig. 5 shows the query specification panels for each mode of
the feature and pattern detection.
To better demonstrate our feature and pattern detection methods, we will use a synthetic dataset (see Fig. 6) as a running
example in Sections 5 and 6. It contains four large peaks in I, as
highlighted by orange diamonds in (a), three small red circular
patterns on the Stokes plane in (b), three large green rotations ,
and three narrow/rough-edged blue patterns.

Fig. 6. Conventional light curve plot and the Stokes plane for our synthetic dataset. The data has three small circular patterns (red), three
large rotations (green), and three narrow/rough-edged patterns (blue)
within 365 days. Data starts from the square mark and ends at the
triangular mark.

for flares and rotations compared with the ones in our previous
work [7] to identify flares more flexibly and detect rotations
more accurately. Fig. 5 (A) shows the automatic feature extraction
panel, where users can select specific patterns and parameters
for automatic feature extraction. The node (A) in Fig. 3 shows
example TimeTubes views for an anomaly, flare, and rotation.
5.1

Anomaly Detection

It is challenging for astronomers to manually identify time variations across multiple variables. We define data samples with
drastic temporal changes in polarization, intensity, and color as
anomalies. Tracking anomalies can result in identifying unusual
time variations or presages of well-known behaviors, such as flares
or rotations, because observable blazar behaviors show a tendency
to include these drastic variations.
The anomaly degree was defined in our previous work [7] as
the product of the change amount in polarization, intensity, and
color per day:
Z t+1
dPolar(t)

5

AUTOMATIC F EATURE E XTRACTION

Astronomers pay careful attention to unusual behaviors of blazars,
such as flare and rotation. As a first step to identify flares and
rotations (G2), we have implemented automatic feature extraction for the discovery and analysis of dynamic time variations
(T3). TimeTubesX automatically extracts three types of features:
anomalies (Section 5.1), flares (Section 5.2), and rotations (Section 5.3). We have significantly improved the detection algorithms

t

dt

·

dI(t) dC(t)
·
dt,
dt
dt

where Polar(t) means the position of a data sample on the Stokes
plane at time t, and I(t) and C(t) stand for intensity and color,
respectively.
Experimental results. Applying the anomaly detection to
our synthetic data, data samples around extreme peaks (the orange
diamonds in Fig. 6 (a)) and parts of dynamic rotations (the green
plots in (b)) were highly ranked.
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Fig. 7. Flare detection results for our synthetic data. The results match
the four red data samples in Fig. 6 (a).

(a) Previous rotation detection method [6].

(b) Our improved method.
Fig. 8. Rotation detection results for our synthetic dataset in Fig. 6. The
outline color corresponds to the color in Fig. 6 (b). Our previous method
detected narrow/rough-edged patterns and noise (blue), whereas our
improved method detected only large rotations (green).

5.2

Flare Detection

Flares are defined as extreme peaks of brightness (i.e., emitted
light intensity). Astronomers regard flares as one of the most
important observed behaviors of blazars. However, since there
is no specific threshold value of I to define a flare, they need
to analyze the local temporal profile of I to identify flares. We
have updated the flare detection methods used in our previous
work [7] to detect relatively small local flares as well as globally
large flares. To that end, we utilize peak detection methods for
time-series data [40] to extract flare candidates. Flare detection
comprises the following two steps:
Step 1 : Compute the spikiness score S for each data sample;
Step 2 : Filter out data samples with a globally small S.
TimeTubesX uses Equation 1 to compute the spikiness score S for
Step 1 ; we tested multiple equations for S and empirically found
that the following one produces the best results:
∑K
k=1 (xi −xi−k )
K

∑K (x −x

)

+ k=1 Ki i+k
,
(1)
S =
2
where xi denotes a data sample indexed as i and K denotes the
number of neighbors that should be examined. Equation 1 provides
the average values of the averages of distances between xi and K
left neighbors and those between xi and K right neighbors. Step
2 retains only data samples that satisfy S − S̄ > h × σS , where S̄
and σS denote the mean and standard deviation of all computed
S values for the dataset, respectively, and h is a user-specified
sensitivity threshold. The original algorithm [40] merges peaks
that are close together into one, but we did not adopt this strategy
because astronomers are equally interested in small, individual
flares and large, aggregated flares.
Experimental results. We applied the flare detection method
to our synthetic data. We set K and h to 3 and 1, respectively. Fig. 7
presents the flare detection results. The four data samples were
detected as flares, which completely coincide with the deliberately
generated peaks that are highlighted in orange in Fig. 6 (a).

Rotation Detection

Polarization rotation is another important observed behavior of
blazars. Astronomers do not yet agree on whether rotation is an
actual feature or just a result of random variations of polarization.
To validate their hypotheses, they scrutinize correlations between
polarization and other properties at the time interval. They typically have been analyzing the time variation of PA to identify
rotations [5], [41], but the rotation center will not be located at the
origin of the Stokes plane ((q, u) = (0, 0)) when there are multiple
polarized components in the sky. Thus, estimating a rotation only
through PA may not allow astronomers to adequately understand
its behavior. Our rotation detection is capable of addressing any
rotations regardless of the position of the rotation center.
We use a sliding window approach that allows users to
manually define the length of the time interval for the sliding
window. Based on feedback from astronomers [42], we set the
default window size to be between three and four weeks.
The computation of the rotation angle is divided into the
following seven steps:
Step 1 : Compute the weighted means (q, u) of q and u at the time
interval ;
Step 2 : Compute the standard deviations (σq , σu ) of q and u at the
time interval ;
Step 3 : Convert the rectangular coordinates (q − u domain) to
polar coordinates (r − θ domain) with its origin shifted
to (q, u);
Step 4 : Filter out time intervals whose σq or σu is smaller than the
standard deviations of the entire dataset;
Step 5 : Compute the difference (θdiff ) of the θ ’s of two consecutive data samples;
Step 6 : Sum θdiff ’s to yield θsum ;
Step 7 : Check whether θsum is larger than the user-specified
threshold for the total rotation angle.
We regard q and u as a rotation center. To avoid misleading effects
of outliers and unexpected values at the edges of a time interval,
smaller weights are assigned to both ends of the time interval
according to a Gaussian distribution at Step 1 . Note that users are
allowed to adjust these weight ratios. To avoid misclassifying time
intervals with large q or u variance and unlike rotations as rotation
candidates, we have improved upon our previous rotation detection
method [7] on the basis of feedback from two astronomers at
Hiroshima University [43]. To detect only large rotations, our new
method is able to filter out time intervals in which either σq or σu
is smaller than the standard deviation of the entire dataset. Note
that this and other provided filtering constraints also allow for
discovery of small or narrow rotations, such as the red and blue
patterns in Fig. 6 (b). At Step 5 , we cannot compute θdiff simply by
subtracting the θ ’s of consecutive observations due to the range
constraint on θdiff (i.e., θdiff ∈ [0, 2π]). For example, when two
successive data samples are located in the first and fourth quadrant
of the Stokes plane, we need to consider whether to take the
clockwise or counterclockwise direction as θdiff . We determine
the rotation direction by checking increasing/decreasing tendency
in θ ’s with exponential smoothing [44]. It forecasts the next value
according to past observations by assigning larger weights to more
recent observations. In this way, it addresses the uncertainty about
the rotation direction and make results more feasible (T1). We
estimate the variation trend of θ and then define the angle in
the predicted rotation direction as θdiff . Users can set an arbitrary
angle as a threshold parameter at Step 7 .
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Experimental results. To compare our novel algorithm with
the previous rotation detection algorithm [7], we applied both to
our synthetic data. As the results in Fig. 8 (a) show, the previous
algorithm detected not only large rotations (green patterns in
Fig. 6 (b)) but also narrow or rough-edged patterns (blue). The
improved algorithm more accurately detected only time intervals
in which the polarization values dynamically rotate (green), as
shown in Fig. 8 (b).

6

DYNAMIC V ISUAL Q UERYING

To facilitate astronomers’ discovery of time intervals similar to
a ROI/SOI (G3) or those validating specific hypotheses (G4),
TimeTubesX provides two different user-initiative visual query
interfaces: query-by-example (QBE) and query-by-sketch (QBS).
Both are designed to help users identify similar patterns of interest
(T4), and our matching algorithm allows for a fuzzy search (T5).
6.1

Query-by-Example

While the TimeTubes view helps users analyze time variations,
it remains challenging for users to build queries for multidimensional, time-dependent data. Our QBE interface allows users
to specify a notable behavior as a ROI with simple interactions
through the TimeTubes or scatterplots views. Users can pick a
part of time-series data as an input for a query as well as flexibly
select specific variables that should be queried about to reflect
their intentions. This allows users to easily and intuitively search
long-term datasets for interesting patterns with minimal required
user inputs.
Fig. 5 (B) shows our QBE interface. To facilitate visual verification by users, a time interval selected through the TimeTubes or
scatterplots views in (2, red highlight) is automatically extracted
and displayed in the query panel (1). After selecting the initial
time interval, users can then fine-tune and adjust their query by
selecting the variables that should be queried about. This is crucial
for effective support of queries on multi-dimensional data. Based
on the selected variables, our system interactively updates the
appearance of the 3D tube for the selected time interval in (1),
visually encoding only currently selected variables. For example,
when users remove the variable C from the query, the tube loses
color variation and becomes a gray tube, as shown in (1). After
defining the query, users can adjust the main parameters (e.g.,
normalization and polar coordinates options) for our matching
algorithm (see Section 6.3).
Experimental results. We verified the effectiveness of our
QBE method using our synthetic data. The red circular patterns in
Fig. 6 (b) have a similar shape but different time lengths, scales,
or locations in the Stokes plane. We used the leftmost red time
interval in (b) as an input query, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). We selected
q and u as active variables and used the normalization and polar
coordinates options to detect time intervals with different scales
or different positions. The length of the target time interval was
set to 5 to 20 days. We used DTWD as a distance function. Note
that we detail the options and parameters related to the matching
process in Section 6.3. Fig. 9 (b) shows the top three results of
our QBE in (a). The color of the rectangles corresponds to those
used in Fig. 6 (b). We were able to detect all time intervals with a
similar shape in our synthetic dataset. Note that the time interval
specified for the query itself is omitted from the results.
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(a) Query.

(b) Results for the query in (a).

Fig. 9. QBE for our synthetic dataset in Fig. 6. We chose the time interval
with a small circular pattern (the leftmost red pattern in Fig. 6 (b)) for a
query in (a). Our method precisely extracted other time intervals with
small circular patterns (the two red patterns from the right in Fig. 6 (b)).
The outline color corresponds to the color in Fig. 6 (b).

6.2

Query-by-Sketch

TimeTubesX also allows users to query their data by manually
drawing time variation patterns onto a 2D sketch interface. Our
QBS interface provides an intuitive and accessible way for users
to specify patterns for multi-dimensional, semi-structured, timedependent blazar datasets and validate their high-level hypotheses.
Rouxel et al. [45] state that an input trajectory by analog gestures
is characterized by three dimensions: space, time, and force. To
realize intuitive interactions, we use space to determine the x and
y positions of the stroke and use either drawing speed or drawing
pressure to define the stroke width so that users can describe
time variations of multiple dimensions simultaneously. Using the
drawing speed option, the longer a cursor stays on a single point,
the wider the curve at the point becomes. To take into account
other variables that are not described in sketching gestures, our
QBS interface allows users to assign filtering constraints for each
variable. Thus, a sketch-based query for multi-dimensional, semistructured, time-dependent data can be built with a single gesture
without sketching time variation patterns several times.
Fig. 5 (C) shows the QBS query specification panel. First,
users define which variables are assigned to the x and y axes
of the sketch pad and the stroke width (see panel (5)). Second,
they sketch a time variation pattern on a 2D sketch pad UI (3),
where the stroke is shown in black and its width is shown in blue.
Afterward, our system automatically beautifies the input stroke
by fitting it to a cubic Bezier curve with as few segments as
possible by using the simplify method in Paper.js [46]. After
their initial drawing, users can further adjust the sketch by adding,
removing, or moving control points or by changing the stroke
width. Users are also allowed to assign filtering constraints to each
of the control points on the stroke, as shown in part (4). They can
define value ranges for each variable at the control point, which
the algorithm will subsequently use when evaluating the query.
Experimental results. We evaluated the effectiveness of our
QBS method using our synthetic data. First, we sketched a pattern
shown in Fig. 10 (a) to extract time intervals with small circular
patterns. The sketch pad plane corresponds to the Stokes plane,
and for simplicity, the stroke width is not used. To detect time
intervals with a similar shape but different positions or scales, we
used the normalization and polar coordinates options. Fig. 10 (c)
shows the top eight results for our QBS in (a). The outline color of
each thumbnails matches the color of the corresponding pattern in
Fig. 6 (b). All three time intervals highlighted in red in Fig. 6 (b)
were precisely extracted. However, an unexpected result (i.e., the
thumbnail with white outline in Fig. 6 (c)) was highly ranked as
a candidate similar to the input sketch due to the ambiguities of
the hand-drawn sketch. We address this problem by incorporating
fact-guided querying (see Section 6.4).
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normalize a query and time intervals into the range of [0, 1].
Subsequently, the pattern search places great significance on the
shape of the time variations, whereas the actual value ranges
will be ignored. With the polar coordinates option, q(t) and
u(t) are converted into polar coordinates (r − θ domain) before
computing similarities. Subsequently, the pattern search with the
normalization and polar coordinates options will also be able to
extract patterns rotating around the origin of the Stoke plane.
(a) A hand-drawn sketch query for
a small circular pattern.

(b) A sketch based on the upper
left result in (c).

(c) Results for the query in (a).

(d) Results for the query in (b).

Fig. 10. QBS results for our synthetic dataset in Fig. 6. On the basis
of a hand-drawn sketch in (a), an unexpected result is highly ranked
(white outline) in (c). With a sketch based on actual data values (b), no
unexpected results appear, as illustrated in (d).

6.3

Query Matching Algorithm

There are many different methods for computing the distance
between two time series, such as Euclidean distance, uniform
scaling, and dynamic time warping (DTW) [47]. TimeTubesX
uses DTW because it aligns two time series elastically and thus
supports the comparison of time series with different lengths. Additionally, it can compute the distance between two time series that
are similar but locally out of phase. According to Eichmann and
Zgraggen [27], the DTW similarity measurement seems to most
closely match human perception. There are multiple solutions for
dealing with multi-dimensional data in DTW. TimeTubesX implements two options, DTWI (independent) and DTWD (dependent),
both of which are based on the work of Shokoohi-Yekta et al. [48].
DTWI computes the distance between two time series for each
dimension of the data separately. In the final step, it adds up all
the individual distances to produce the final distance measure.
Consequently, this approach focuses more on the similarity of each
dimension and less on correlations between different dimensions.
DTWD , on the other hand, computes the distance between two data
samples directly over all dimensions (i.e., as Euclidean distance
in n-dimensional space). Therefore, this method focuses more
on correlations among the different dimensions of a time series
and less on the similarities of individual dimensions. By default,
our system uses DTWD because correlations among variables are
important for blazar behavior analysis. Readers are recommended
to consult [48, Fig. 1] for comprehensive illustrations of DTWI
and DTWD . We use a sliding window approach in our matching
algorithm. Users can set the window size and the step size of
the sliding window and also set a constraint on the largest allowed
temporal shift (i.e., warping window size) in the process of finding
the best alignment between the query and time series. Users can
specify these parameters at the bottom of the query specification
panel in Fig. 4 (A). Note that multiple time intervals with different
lengths but that include the same data samples can be presented
in the extraction results (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 (c) and (d)). The
timelines in Fig. 4 (C) help users recognize such time intervals.
Normalization and polar coordinates options enable a fuzzy
pattern search. The normalization option instructs the system to

6.4

Fact-Guided Querying

To support quick and iterative query refinement, TimeTubesX
allows users to re-utilize individual extraction results as an input
for follow-up queries, a process we have termed fact-guided querying. By iteratively updating a query, users can, in a step-by-step
manner, identify more observable time intervals that reflect their
intentions. Therefore, fact-guided querying contributes immensely
to drilling down into data as a part of the visual exploration
framework of TimeTubesX in Fig. 3. In QBE, users can switch
variables used in the matching process and modify the time range
of the query, while in QBS, users can adjust the scale, shape,
and axis of the input query or add further filtering constraints.
Thus, fact-guided querying helps users perform further pattern
searches based on a time interval of interest found in the previous
process or create a sketch-based query from references to actual
data measurements instead of from a blank sketch pad.
Our system allows users to build a fact-guided query with
simple interactions by, for example, dragging an extraction result
either into the QBE interface (part (2) in Fig. 5 (B)) or into the
sketch pad of the QBS interface (part (3) in Fig. 5 (C)).
Experimental results. We confirmed the usefulness of
the fact-guided querying approach with our synthetic data. As
discussed in Section 6.2, hand-drawn sketch queries, such as
Fig. 10 (a), work well for finding time intervals with a specific
feature, but ambiguities of hand-drawn sketches may sometimes
lead to unexpected results, as shown in (c). If the extraction results
for the query in (a) sufficiently represent users’ intentions, one of
the results can be used as an input to refine the results of the next
visual query. We chose the top left result of Fig. 10 (c) and used
it as an input for our QBS method, as shown in (b). The sketch
pad plane in (b) coincides with the Stokes plane. Thereafter, we
ran QBS using the same parameter settings as the example in
Section 6.2. As shown in the top eight extraction results in (d), this
refined query in (b) no longer produces any high-ranking outliers
or unexpected results.

7

V ISUAL E XPLORATION OF Q UERY R ESULTS

In addition to the feature and pattern detection methods described
in Sections 5 and 6, TimeTubesX includes powerful visual comparison and annotation features for further analysis of blazar data.
7.1

Visual Comparison of Query Results

An essential feature for analysis of blazar datasets is the user’s
ability to compare query results—not just within a single query
but also to previous query results. For example, when users find
that a specific feature frequently appears in a certain time period,
they might want to investigate whether any other features also
frequently appear in the same time period. Therefore, TimeTubesX
can juxtapose the results of different queries by loading query
results that were previously saved as a JSON file. When importing
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a file, the stored results are mapped to a new timeline that
is arranged as a juxtaposed view below the original timeline.
Hovering over marks on the timeline allows users to see detailed
information about specific results. Additionally, users can re-use or
review the settings of the previous query, such as the selected time
period or the variables assigned to the sketch pad (see Fig. 4 (F)).
7.2

Annotations of Queries and Query Results

To enable efficient collaboration between astronomers and to
facilitate keeping track of analyses between different sessions,
TimeTubesX supports detailed annotations for query results. Users
can access any annotations even after exiting and restarting the
application because annotations are stored in the local storage of
the web browser. To share annotations with other users, annotations can be exported as a single JSON file. The system stores
the annotation’s timestamp, username, comment, and dataset, as
well as detailed information about the query and query results.
Users can see all of their annotations in a table view or a single
annotation by clicking on a marker with the selected label color
in the TimeTubes and scatterplots views. They can also re-use any
query saved in an annotation by simply clicking on it.
Annotations help users highlight interesting extraction results.
Annotating time intervals of interest not only triggers deeper
inspection of a specific period but also possibly facilitates the
discovery of new features such as periodic patterns.

8

(b) A query for an anticorrelated I
and PD variation.

(c) The top twelve time intervals that are similar to the query in (a).

E VALUATION

TimeTubesX is a browser-based application written in HTML
and Javascript. We use React.js to build user interfaces and
flux.js to manage the application states. We also utilize standard
libraries such as three.js [49], D3.js [50], and Paper.js [46].
TimeTubesX is open-source (https://github.com/MistletoeNaoko/
TimeTubesWeb), and readers can try the running system using our
synthetic data at https://timetubes.herokuapp.com/.
We shared TimeTubesX with four domain experts, three of
whom we interviewed for the domain analysis in Section 3.2:
the second author of this paper (Astronomer 1), Astronomer 1’s
former master course student (Astronomer 2), an assistant professor at Hiroshima University (Astronomer 3), and a postdoctoral
researcher at Stanford University (Astronomer 4). Sections 8.1
and 8.2 present two case studies conducted by Astronomer 1, and
Section 8.3 discusses the cause of the phenomena presented in
Section 8.2. Section 8.4 reviews qualitative feedback from the four
domain experts. To examine the magnetic field structures in the
jets, astronomers analyze polarimetric observations. Through the
analysis of correlations between polarization and intensity, they
validate multiple hypotheses for the increase in the intensity (I).
In the two case studies, Astronomer 1 used the datasets for the
blazar BL Lac. It was empirically noted in [51] that the I of BL
Lac tends to anticorrelate with the polarization degree (PD) during
a certain period. On a MacBook Pro 2017 with a 3.5 GHz Intel
Core i7 and a 16 GB RAM, it took 1,193 ms and 1,236 ms to
obtain the results outlined in Sections 8.1 and 8.2, respectively.
8.1

(a) A query for a correlated I and
PD variation.

Case Study 1: Correlation Patterns of I and PD

Astronomer 1’s goal in these case studies was to identify global
statistical features of the period of interest and to build a hypothesis of correlations between the time variations of I and PD.
To achieve this goal, he had to meticulously analyze correlations

(d) The top twelve time intervals that are similar to the query in (b).
Fig. 11. Analysis of the blazar BL Lac to investigate correlation patterns
between I and PD. (a) and (b) are user-drawn sketches. (c) and (d) are
the results of QBS with the queries shown in (a) and (b), respectively.

between I and PD in the entire time period and many short
time intervals within that period. However, it seemed difficult to
manually examine each of the short time intervals. Therefore, he
decided to utilize QBS to investigate correlation patterns in a longterm observation dataset.
First, he formulated a hypothesis that an increase in I tends
to correlate with an increase in PD in BL Lac. To validate this
hypothesis and examine how frequently such behavior appears,
he sketched the query shown in Fig. 11 (a), where the x and y
axes express q and u, respectively, and the stroke width represents
I. Therefore, the input sketch indicates a pattern that I gradually
increases and then decreases in a way that is correlated to PD. To
extract time intervals with a similar shape but different position
or different scale, he used the normalization and polar coordinates
options. To avoid missing short events, he set the warping window
size and the sliding window size to 0 and 2, respectively.
Fig. 11 (c) shows the top twelve results of the query sketched
in (a). The timeline at the top of (c) illustrates that the extracted
time intervals seem to be distributed over the entire dataset.
However, in the period from [5,350, 5,450] (enclosed by a red
rectangle in (c)), the input pattern seems to occur more frequently
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than in other periods. Visiting all time intervals in this period
individually and analyzing them in the TimeTubes view, some of
them include the correlation pattern in (a), but others do not. Thus,
he concluded that the input correlation pattern does not frequently
occur in that period. The reason for this misclassification could be
that our system, when using the normalization option, detects time
intervals with a relatively small variation of I as well. However,
he was still highly pleased with TimeTubesX, as it allowed him to
quickly identify a relatively small number of time intervals that he
could then examine in more detail.
8.2

Case Study 2: Anticorrelation Patterns of I and PD

Astronomer 1 also noticed that the variation in I tends to anticorrelate with that in PD. To detect time intervals with such anticorrelated I and PD patterns, he drew another query (Fig. 11 (b)) where
the plane represents the Stokes plane and the stroke width I. The
sketch describes a pattern in which I gradually increases and then
decreases, while PD shows a negative correlation with I. He used
the same parameters as in Section 8.1.
Fig. 11 (d) shows the top twelve results of the query shown
in (b). Like in the previous case study, extracted time intervals
seem to be distributed over the entire dataset. However, in the
period from [4,750, 4,850] (enclosed by a red rectangle in (d)),
the input pattern seems to occur more frequently. Astronomer 1’s
group previously reported that, statistically, the variation in I
anticorrelates with that in PD from the years 2008 to 2010 in
BL Lac [51]. However, even in that previous report, they did not
analyze short time intervals in the period individually. By analyzing the extracted time intervals in the period with TimeTubesX,
he could verify not only that an increase in I globally tends to
co-occur with a decrease in PD, but also that local peaks of I are
correlated with decreases in PD.
These case studies with QBS underline the importance of local
analysis of short time intervals within a larger time period in
addition to a global analysis of the entire period.
8.3
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Fig. 12. Comparison of a dataset consisting of q and u (left) and one
consisting of Q and U (right) for the time interval [4,782, 4,890]. In both
images, the position of the data sample goes toward the origin of the
domain (lower left), which means that this polarization variation was
caused by a decrease in the PD of a different polarized component.

component influences the observed Q and U values, meaning that
q and u (fractional values of Q and U) are also influenced. By
comparing the datasets for (q, u) and (Q,U) with the side-byside option in the visual data fusion [6], the plausibility of these
hypotheses can be visually determined.
The following discussion considers the anticorrelation patterns
of I and PD, as mentioned in Section 8.2. Astronomer 1 compared
a dataset consisting of q and u with one consisting of Q and U.
The comparison results at the time interval with a blue rectangle
displayed in Fig. 11 (d) are shown in Fig. 12. As the red arrows in
Fig. 12 indicate, he found that both data samples move toward the
origin. He found similar behavior at all short time intervals in the
period [4,750, 4,850]. Thus, he finally concluded that the negative
correlation of I and PD in the period is not due to the increase in
unpolarized f lux (Hypothesis 1 ) but is instead due to the presence
of two polarized components (Hypothesis 2 ).
Overall, TimeTubesX greatly facilitated this detailed visual
exploration of blazar data. This allowed Astronomer 1 to examine
many small time intervals with specific features, which would have
been too laborious with previous methods.

What-If Scenario Analysis

This section explains how astronomers can identify what generally
contributes to the PD variation in blazars in a certain time period.
Astronomers expect that PD variation in a blazar is due to one
of the two following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1 : total f lux increases (decreases) due to the increase
(decrease) in unpolarized f lux;
Hypothesis 2 : There are two polarized components, and they are
perpendicular to each other.
Note that PD can be derived from the amount of f lux:
f lux
PD = polarized
total f lux , where total f lux = I = polarized f lux +
unpolarized f lux. Astronomers can identify which of the above
hypotheses contributes to the decrease in PD by comparing time
variations of data samples at the time intervals in the q − u
domain and in the Q −U domain, where q = Q/I and u = U/I, as
explained in Section 3.1. In the case of Hypothesis 1 , the position
of a data sample in the q − u domain gradually moves toward the
origin ((q, u) = (0, 0)), whereas the position in the Q −U domain
does not move toward the origin ((Q,U) = (0, 0)) because only
the amount of total f lux increases. On the other hand, in the case
of Hypothesis 2 , PD decreases due to a flare of another polarized
component with PA being perpendicular to the jet direction. The
position of a data sample moves toward the origin both in the
q − u domain and in the Q −U domain because another polarized

8.4

Qualitative Feedback from Domain Experts

Astronomer 2 found that the rotation detection was useful. With
TimeTubesX’s rotation detection functionality, he was able to
find three unknown rotation behaviors with a shifted rotation
center in the blazar 3C 454.3 [43]. Astronomers 1, 3, and 4
mentioned that the QBS method was especially useful and helpful
for validating their high-level hypotheses, as demonstrated in
Sections 8.1 and 8.2. In particular, Astronomers 3 and 4 said that
dynamic visual querying could be a powerful tool to examine
jet physical processes and behaviors of plasma and magnetic
fields under extreme conditions because the method can efficiently
address arbitrary variation patterns of polarization, intensity, and
color over time. Astronomers 1 and 3 noticed TimeTubesX’s
potential for data mining. In particular, Astronomer 3 saw massive
potential for mining existing and upcoming large polarization
surveys, while Astronomer 1 found that using TimeTubesX will
enable astronomers to identify interesting features in short time
intervals to an extent that cannot be achieved with conventional
methods due to too many short time intervals in a long-term
dataset. Furthermore, fact-guided querying was impressive to him
because it allows astronomers to refine their sketches based on
actual extracted patterns.
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C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a web-based visual analytics environment
for the detailed analysis of blazar datasets, termed TimeTubesX.
TimeTubesX is expected to facilitate astronomers’ analysis of
photometric and polarimetric behaviors of blazars by enabling
automatic feature extraction and dynamic visual querying. It
allows astronomers not only to easily locate observable blazar
behaviors but also to efficiently find recurring time variation
patterns. TimeTubesX has the potential to allow astronomers to
find short time variation patterns that have not yet been discovered.
In the future, to avoid undesirable effects of outliers, we should
take observation errors into account during the feature extraction
processes. We should also consider provenance management to
holistically keep track of users’ analysis processes, as realized
in aflak [52]. Furthermore, we would like to incorporate a deep
learning approach to classify time series data in a non-biased
manner because the current query specification process in QBE
and QBS significantly depends on users’ expertise. To provide a
more effective overview of the results, it would also be helpful
to cluster the results of a query. Applying TimeTubesX to multidimensional, time-dependent datasets in other domains will likely
form yet another part of our future research.
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